WHAT·DO·YOU·THINK?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FINDING COURSE & SEMESTER MEAN

NAVIGATING TO WebOptics

WebOptics will allow you to see the overall mean score for each of your courses, and an aggregate mean score for all courses in each semester for which you have available evaluation reports.

Step 1  Log into WDYT http://wdyt.hartford.edu

Step 2  Select My Courses from the Home menu

Step 3  Under the My Courses title there are two tabs, Course Reports and WebOptics. Select WebOptics.

Step 4  Select Summary from the WebOptics menu.

This will bring you to the My Overall Course Summary screen, explained on the next page.
UNDERSTANDING THE WebOptics SUMMARY

This graph, My Overall Course Summary, will allow you to find the mean score for all your courses in a given semester.

A  Bar/Line combination graph of the mean scores per semester

B  Each bar represents a course in a given semester. Mouse over or click on a bar to see the mean for the course.

C  The blue My Average line represents the overall mean for each semester, and graphs the change between semesters.

D  Mouse over the intersection between the blue line and where it meets the bars in a given semester. This will make a blue dot appear with a callout that displays the semester title and the overall mean.

Additional information on WebOptics reports will be provided as we continue to improve the system.